
2020 Spring Online Classic 
Welcome! This is the formal invitation to the 2020 Spring Online Classic tournament. In this 
invitation you will find the schedule, logistics, topic areas, and more. 
 
This is a FREE tournament with no qualifications necessary for entry.  
 
Contact springonlineclassic@gmail.com with questions. 
 
Registration 
To register for this tournament, you should first determine whether you are signing up through 
your school or as an independent competitor/judge. If you are signing up through your school, 
your coach will handle your registration. 
For independents, registration is just one step: fill out this Google Form. We ask you to bring a 
judge if possible; however, if you are unable to provide a judge, don’t hesitate to sign up 
anyway! We will only drop entries if we absolutely need to. The only qualification for judges is 
that they must be of high school age. The independent judge signup form can be found here. 
If you are signing up with your school, there is no need to fill these forms out.  
We allow multiple entries up to 3 per competitor. 
 
Judge Training 
We will be having an optional but HIGHLY RECOMMENDED judge training on 4/11 at 10AM 
PDT at this link. The access code is 299 878 290 and the password is “training”. This is to 
provide a basic overview of each event, get used to Webex and tabroom, discuss logistics, and 
give judges an opportunity to ask any questions they may have. If you are unable to attend this 
meeting, we will have another one the day before the tournament (4/17) at 7PM PDT at this link, 
access code 290 369 431 and password “training2”. Competitors are welcome to join if they wish 
to do so.  
 
Schedule (PDT) 

Round 1 begins 9:00am 

Round 2 begins 11:00am 

Round 3 begins 1:30pm 

Finals begins 4:00pm  

 
 
 

http://onlineclassic.tabroom.com/
mailto:springonlineclassic@gmail.com
https://forms.gle/zoE4uwSh59iQrVY57
https://forms.gle/Yeo8hVd4mSA1ya4F9
https://meetingsamer8.webex.com/meetingsamer8/j.php?MTID=m6ec761637eae354e3770e00c1a090f37
https://meetingsamer8.webex.com/meetingsamer8/j.php?MTID=mc41297a949a97f712deecbb9e7d0e6d3


Logistics 
Rounds will be held on Cisco Webex, a free video conferencing platform. The reason we are not 
using Zoom is because there is a 40 minute cap on calls with 3+ participants, which leaves little 
room for error.  
 
Judges will be expected to have Webex accounts. Once these accounts are made, all the judge 
has to do is go to the Webex home page and send us the link that appears underneath “___’s 
Personal Room.” Attached is an image for guidance: 
 
 

 
Send your link to springonlineclassic@gmail.com by 4/16/2020. 
 
Judges will be required to join their personal meeting rooms 10 minutes before each round in 
case there are any unprecedented issues. Competitors, these links will be included in a 
spreadsheet. When you see who your judge is, join the room linked on the spreadsheet. 
 
Join the room when the round begins. While it is another speaker’s turn, you are expected to 
mute your mic. Extemp speakers are expected to join the room as soon as their 30 minutes of 
prep are over. 
 
Competitors do not have to download Webex to join meetings, however I do recommend it for 
your own convenience. It is much easier to join meetings once you have the app. 
 
Competitors should practice speaking in front of their webcam so they know how to best present 
themselves. Judges are not responsible if hand gestures cannot be seen. 
 
If there are issues with Webex, text the Tabroom help line. We have backup Zoom rooms set up 
for you to use. 
 
Extemp Logistics 
Extemp prep begins 30 minutes before each round. Topics will be sent out in intervals of 10 
minutes. 
Topics will be sent out through email. Competitors are expected to respond ONLY to the sender 
with the topic they have chosen. They then prep and join the room once 30 minutes of prep are 

mailto:springonlineclassic@gmail.com
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/131dNDkWhqbcLfD5n0TKenxA7rWrcdPSWb0JheIHrCoM/edit#gid=0


over. It is the responsibility of each competitor to check their email. It is not the responsibility of 
the tournament directors if there are delays: make sure your inbox is open and your Wifi is 
strong. 
Topic Areas 
Round 1: US Politics 
Round 2: Science and technology 
Round 3: Global economy 
Semifinals: Americas 
Finals: Asia and Australia 
 
Impromptu Logistics 
The judge will send 3 topics to speakers through Webex’s individual chat feature. Speaker 
responds on the chat with the topic they have chosen and takes 2 minutes to prep. Topic areas 
will be Round 1 - concrete, Round 2 - abstract, Round 3 - quote, Finals - current event.  
 
SPAR Logistics 
SPAR is a spontaneous form of speech. The following structure will be used: 1 minute prep for 
both sides, 2 minute aff constructive, 2 minute neg constructive, 5 minute cross-ex, 1 minute neg 
closing, 1 minute aff closing. 
There will be no question and answer period between judges and competitors. The logistics 
would become far too complicated for online rounds to run effectively. 
In terms of timings: students will be given time slots to enter their rooms. They must enter at the 
beginning of the slot and leave when the round is over. If another round is occuring when 
competitors enter, they should mute themselves and turn off their videos so as not to disturb the 
previous round.  
 
Time Limits 
All interp events: 10 minutes 
OO: 10 minutes 
Expos: 10 minutes 
OPP: 10 minutes 
Extemp: 7 minutes 
Impromptu: 5 minutes 
There will be a 30-second grace period before competitors are penalized. 
 
 


